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Basic Instinct Formula - How To
Overcome Sexual Performance
Anxiety And Have A Mind-Blowing
Sex Life Just Like It Was Designed By
Nature

ARE YOU CONSTANTLY LOSING OR AFRAID TO LOSE ERECTION RIGHT BEFORE SEX? -Do
you get an erection alone but lose it at the "moment of truth"? -Are your thoughts constantly focused
on having an erection rather than enjoying a woman's body? -Do you stop yourself from dating
women you like because you constantly worry about your sexual performance? -Do you worry about
what will woman think of you if you can't perform well sexually. -Do you take Erectile Dysfunction
medications just to compensate your anxiety and to make sure you will have erection in spite of any
fears?That's called "Sexual Performance Anxiety", the condition that affects millions of men
worldwide.A few years ago I asked myself a question, why millions of PHYSICALLY HEALTHY men
in our generation, have a hard time performing the MOST BASIC human function, which is having
sex?What have happened to us, men of 21 century, that we have to take pills to get a strong
erection, why do we get an anxiety before having one of the most pleasurable experiences that
exists in our lives?I started doing my own research on the subject. And it turned out to be that it's all
about the laws of nature. The laws that govern how men and women have to perceive each other
and treat each other. The problem is that modern culture have broken these laws and installed in us
a totally different and unnatural perception of the opposite sex and as a result we now have all these
performance anxiety problems...When i wrote all my findings on the paper, it was so complete,
logical and clear, i called it the "Basic Instinct Formula"."The Basic Instinct Formula" will start
explaining the duality if our nature. There are two parts in each of us: animal and human. It will
explain how each part affects one another and what role each part plays connecting with the
opposite sex.Then you will learn what really turns us on sexually, both men and women. And
physical appearance of a woman is not the main thing that turns a man on. You will learn what it
really is and why in the eBook.You will learn how our modern culture twisted the roles of each
gender. How it creates an internal conflict between a man's animal and human parts, opening space
for performance anxiety. Then i will state my opinion why doctors can't treat the problem and why
they treat only the symptoms. We will also talk about confidence and how a man's confidence or
lack of confidence affects a woman. We will discuss how to break the "what if" cycle. Example:
"what if it's not gonna work again?". This eBook will bring you to the point when having such
question for you will become unimaginable. Then you will learn 2 Rules. This is the CORE of Basic
Instinct Formula. These are two Rules that you must incorporate in your behavior that will let you
feel yourself a man in and out of bed. Following these rules will let you always be a man in the eyes
of a woman. ALWAYS! By the time you finish this short ebook you will look at women differently,
you will look at sex and relationships differently. You will learn how to enjoy sex and be proud of it at

100% and having even a thought of performance anxiety would become something unthinkable for
you. The ebook includes the following parts:Introduction1) An Animal And Human Inside Us2) What
Really Turns Us On?3) Twisted4) Doctors And Psychologists Just Donâ€™t Get It!5) The Reason
for an Anxiety6) What Is Confidence?7) How To Break The "What If" Cycle?8) Two Contradicting
Rules9) The Power Of Intention10) Exercises ConclusionAfter you finished reading the ebook and if
you feel the ebook has benefited you at least somewhat, please leave a feedback on so other men
will notice and benefit from this ebook as well. Thank you.
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Sexuality is splashed all over the media today and a lot of the messages can be unrealistic or
confusing. It's more becoming more commonly understood that women can be hyper-sexualized,
but men are often left out these discussions. They themselves are reluctant to discuss any problems
and culture is more likely to accuse them of being too aggressive rather than acknowledge that men
can be sensitive sexual beings instead of mindless pursuers.This book demystifies the finer details
of this topic which is not often discussed.

An original take on performance anxiety. This book will show you how to see a woman and how to
act around her both in and out of bed to feel confident, fulfilled, and proud. As a result of this
behavior you will have a very satisfied woman ;)

In a nutshell, this book opened my eyes to a lot of insights I needed to know. Everything makes
sense now. Highly recommend reading this book a few times to get it down pack. I'm actually about
to read it again!

This definitely changed my perception on how I view woman in general. It portrays a sense of
empowerment and confidence that everyone should have!

Quick read. Will try it and see what happens. Good luck every one. Diet does have an affect for
sure, the primal thing has me interested

Nice approach to ed. Ideas are really realistic and suitable for humanbeing!! You will understand
how nature works for our sexual lives.

Though more is what I seek this was a shot in the right direction in reaching for a cure or solution
regarding sexual anxiety, thx.

The book has a refreshing point of view. I completely agree with the main points and hope to see
more from this author.
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